
Biography 

 

Wolf Culture was born out of the seaside town of Bournemouth, England. After having played together in                 
various projects before, Jay Dervan (Guitar) and Jake Daniels (Drums) decided to break away and create                
something of their own. With a vacancy at the front of the band, the duo pulled in the talents of Max                     
Dervan, Jay’s younger brother, and began writing together with Max providing both vocals and guitar to                
the band. Later, the line up was completed by Reece Collins on bass. 

After performing and recording a series of demos and covers of popular artists, the band began picking                 
up traction in the UK’s South circuit under different aliases. However, in 2016, the band launched                
themselves into the scene under the moniker ‘Wolf Culture’. This only cemented their footprint further into                
the UK stage, going on to share lineups with bands such as Boston Manor, WSTR, Hawthorne Heights,                 
Trophy Eyes, Like Pacific, and The Dangerous Summer. 

2018 was a big year for the band, seeing them release their debut EP entitled “The Devil’s Plans For Idle                    
Hands” under Common Ground Records. They rapidly gained a huge momentum within the British              
alternative music scene after the premiere of their single “Wreck” on Alternative Press. With the follow-up                
single “Continents” hitting their sound home with listeners across the globe after debuting on Punktastic.               
The four-track EP received glowing reviews. The band was featured in Rock Sound Magazine, in addition                
to 3 consecutive issues of Kerrang! Magazine and even being immortalized in the famous “Pandora”               
comic strip. 

Wolf Culture have embarked on their first full-length UK tour with ROAM and Milestones, their first                
headline UK tour with label-mates SHADED and their first mainland Europe run with the Tonight Alive and                 
Jamie Lenman. 

2019 was an exciting year for WC; writing with the talented Alex Adams of ROAM and building a stockpile                   
of new music. The band went on to record with the brilliant Neil Kennedy, at The Ranch Production                  
House. Wolf Culture has become totally focussed on writing tracks that feel intensely personal, whilst               
keeping their signature bitter-sweet twist. 

Now, in the midst of their highly anticipated 2020 sophomore release, Wolf Culture has released two                
brand new singles with their third upcoming single featuring Kellin Quinn of Sleeping With Sirens. Their                
new material promising to be harder, more truthful, and further from your comfort zones than ever before. 

 


